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Abstract— This paper addresses the problem of real-time moving-object detection, classification and tracking in populated and dynamic environments. In this scenario, a mobile robot uses 2D laser range data to recognize, track and avoid moving targets. Most previous approaches either rely on pre-defined data features or off-line training of a classifier for specific data sets, thus eliminating the possibility to detect and track different-shaped moving objects. We propose a novel and adaptive technique where potential moving objects are classified and learned in real-time using a Fuzzy ART neural network algorithm. Experimental results indicate that our method can effectively distinguish and track moving targets in cluttered indoor environments, while at the same time learning their shape.

I. INTRODUCTION

TARGET tracking in mobile robotics is an essential attribute but at the same time it presents to the designer with a very complicated problem. It usually requires a combination of sensors and algorithms in order, for a moving observer, to detect and track multiple moving targets in cluttered and dynamic indoor environments. The problem becomes even more complicated if hardware augmentation and sensor fusion (e.g. cameras with laser scanner) is not one of the designer’s options.

In this paper we consider a multi-target tracking scenario where a mobile robot utilizes 2D laser range measurements to maneuver possible moving objects in its space. To achieve this task, the deployed algorithm has to successfully extract and initiate tracks for only moving targets. The key idea behind this work is to filter the raw sensor data through a number of stages to facilitate a robust moving object extraction and learning algorithm. There are three main steps on the moving object detection procedure. The background map attenuation stage, the track initiation process and finally, the moving-object’s shape classification and learning. The last stage is the main contribution of this paper. It achieves not only accurate track initiation, but at the same time the robot learns in real-time the shape of any moving target in its environment.

Previous approaches that use laser data such as [1] and [2], detect moving objects on the mapping level by employing multiple probabilistic grid maps thus quantizing in 2D the robot’s environment. The performance of grid-map architectures was extensively tested in [3]. However, in general, grid-map techniques demand a large amount of processing power and suffer from quantization errors. These quantization outliers become even more intense when the robot observer is moving freely in its space. An alternative method that does not involve grid-map techniques was reported in [4]. Although the idea of this approach is similar to the background attenuation stage of our algorithm, it lacks the very critical track initiation and classification levels of our approach.

Track initiation techniques have been reported in [5], [6], [7] and [8]. The first two approaches ([5], [6]), formulate the track initiation problem as multiple composite hypothesis testing using the maximum likelihood estimator with probabilistic data association (ML-PDA). In [5], the hypotheses are based on the minimum description length (MDL) criterion, and in [6] a new method called optimal gating is proposed. Furthermore, the authors in [7] propose a track initiation method based on Hough Transform (HT), and in [8], enumeration strategies (kd-trees) are utilized to link together observations from different time steps and initiate tracks. Acknowledging that a track initiation algorithm could provide significant moving target filtering in dynamic and cluttered environments, the proposed algorithm is augmented by the method reported in [3].

Finally, geometric feature analysis is a fundamental technique for detecting moving objects using 2D laser data. Available methods so far, approach the problem of detecting geometric features such as lines, circles, legs by manual design and threshold hand-tuning [9]. Moreover, the extracted features are compared to objects stored in a database to recognize targets [10]. Alternatively, a more adaptive approach can be found in [11] and [12] where the authors train, in off-line mode, the AdaBoost classifier to identify peoples’ legs. However, this off-line training prohibits the system to learn new moving objects, meaning that in case of a different shaped moving target appears
(another robot), the detection mechanism fails.

Our approach combines features from all the above techniques producing an innovative three-stage moving object detection algorithm. Furthermore, by augmenting a Fuzzy ART neural network classifier [13] with object categorization functions, we achieve on-line system training. This expands the available system with all-moving object detection and learning characteristic.

Conclusively, the filtered laser scanner measurements that represent moving targets are then become available to a Joint Probabilistic Data Association with Interacting Multiple Model (JPDA-IMM) algorithm, which performs the actual trajectory tracking.

Fig. 1. (A) The NEOBOTIX ME-470 mobile robot platform. (B) A ME-470 augmented by an interactive robotic head. (C) The SICK S300.

I. STATIONARY BACKGROUND ATTENUATION

A. Laser Data Collection

This research was conducted using a SICK S300 Laser Range Scanner adjusted on the base of a NEOBOTIX ME-470 mobile robot platform (Fig. 1). The scanner has an angular resolution of 0.5° and a span of 270° thus delivering a maximum of 541 range readings per frame. However, in this configuration, only the 180° central span provides useful range measurements since the sides are blocked by the front face of the robot (Fig. 1A). Therefore, we utilize 361 laser measurements with 30-70mm range accuracy independent of length. Optimally, it can provide 12.5 frames per second (min 80ms response time) with a maximum range of 30m. Moreover, as a result of the indoor operational specifications in our experiments, the laser was adjusted to detect obstacles at a maximum of 9.6m distance. Measurements above 9.6m were ignored as outliers. We represent a measurement frame at time index \( k \) by a vector \( \mathbf{Z}_{\text{scan}}(k) = [z_1(k), z_2(k), \ldots, z_{361}(k)] \), where \( z_l(k) \) with \( l = 1 \ldots 361 \), is a vector composed by distance and bearing readings, \( z_l(k) = [r_l(k), \phi_l] \). The bearing component is obtained from the fixed vector-array, \( \Phi = \{\phi_1 = 0^\circ, \phi_2 = 0.5^\circ, \ldots, \phi_{361} = 180^\circ\} \).

B. 1D Range Mapping and Non-Static Object Detection

Stationary background-map attenuation presents the first step on extracting moving objects in a dynamic environment. The proposed methodology finds non-static objects by detecting occupation of previously unoccupied space. Here, instead of dividing the world in a 2D occupancy grid map, a vector array, which is composed by 361 elements, accumulates background range measurements. This 1D representation of robot’s background space offers a powerful and at the same time a less demanding (in terms of computational resources) approach.

More specifically, the robot does not store an absolute map of its surroundings, as it was the case in [3]. It performs a one-to-one measurement frame alignment and comparison from a previous time step \( \mathbf{Z}_{\text{scan}}(k-1) \) to the current measurement frame \( \mathbf{Z}_{\text{scan}}(k) \), using its odometry and an Iterative Closest Point (ICP) algorithm [14].

The two-frame \((\mathbf{Z}_{\text{scan}}(k-1), \mathbf{Z}_{\text{scan}}(k))\) alignment and comparison procedure is as follows:

1. From odometry, we obtain the robot pose \( \mathbf{X}_k = [x_k, y_k, \theta_k]^T \) (position and orientation). It has been assumed that pose is acquired simultaneously at every laser measurement frame. The range scan points of the previous measurement frame, \( \mathbf{Z}_{\text{scan}}(k-1) \) are transformed in the current coordinate frame of measurement vector, \( \mathbf{Z}_{\text{scan}}(k) \) using (1).

\[
\begin{align*}
\mathbf{z}_l(k|k-1) &= \begin{bmatrix}
 x_l(k|k-1) \\
 y_l(k|k-1)
\end{bmatrix} \\
&= \begin{bmatrix}
 r_l(k-1) \cos(\theta_l + \theta_k(k-1)) + x_k - x_l(k-1) \\
 r_l(k-1) \sin(\theta_l + \theta_k(k-1)) + y_k - y_l(k-1)
\end{bmatrix},
\end{align*}
\]

where \( l = 1 \ldots 361, \mathbf{Z}_{\text{scan}}(k|k-1) = [\mathbf{z}_1(k|k-1), \ldots, \mathbf{z}_{361}(k|k-1)] \).

2. To counteract additional translation and rotation point-set differences between vectors \( \mathbf{Z}_{\text{scan}}(k) \) and \( \mathbf{Z}_{\text{scan}}(k|k-1) \), an Iterative Closest Point (ICP) algorithm is utilized. A closed-form solution of the ICP algorithm can be found in [14]. This particular version is augmented by kd-trees enumeration technique. Therefore, by providing increased throughput in data selection, the augmented ICP becomes ideal for real-time implementations. Its output is a translation \( \mathbf{T}_{\text{txt}} \) and rotation \( \mathbf{R}_{\text{txt}} \) matrix.

3. The background map (Fig. 2(A)) is represented by a vector \( \mathbf{V}_{\text{txt}}(k) = [\mathbf{p}_1(k), \ldots, \mathbf{p}_{361}(k)] \) where \( \mathbf{p}_l(k) \) is a vector composed by maximum distance readings and the fixed bearing component, \( \mathbf{p}_l(k) = [r_{\text{txt}}(k), \phi_l] \).

For moving-object acquisition and background-map update, we propagate the background vector from time index \( k-1 \) to the current step. This is achieved by applying odometric (same as (1) by substituting \( r_l(k-1) = r_{\text{txt}}(k-1) \)) and ICP (3) transformations to its components.

\[
\begin{align*}
\mathbf{p}_l(k|k-1) &= \begin{bmatrix} r_{\text{txt}}(k|k-1) \\
 \phi_{\text{txt}}(k|k-1) \end{bmatrix} = \text{cart2pol}\left( \mathbf{R}_{\text{txt}} \times \begin{bmatrix} x_{\text{txt}}(k|k-1) \\
 y_{\text{txt}}(k|k-1) \end{bmatrix} + \mathbf{T}_{\text{txt}} \right),
\end{align*}
\]
where \( T_{k} \) and \( R_{k} \) are obtained from part 2.

Next, the background vector is reinitialized and its transformed members, which are calculated by (2), are aligned into a new background array:

\[
V_{\text{back}}(t) = \left[ r_{\text{back}}(k|k-1) \right]
\]

with \( t = 1 \ldots 361 \) and \( \theta < \alpha_{\text{back}}(k|k-1) < 180^\circ \).

Given the current measurement frame \( Z_{\text{meas}}(k) \) (Fig. 2(B)), the elements of the background map are updated as follows:

\[
p(k) = \begin{cases} 
  [r_{\text{back}}(k) \  \ 0] \\
  \text{if } r'_{\text{back}}(k|k-1) + \delta + \sigma_{\text{back}}(l|k-1) > \tau(k) \\
  [e(k), 0] \\
  \text{if } r'_{\text{back}}(k|k-1) + \delta + \sigma_{\text{back}}(l|k-1) < \tau(k) \\
  r_{\text{back}}(k|k-1) \\
  \text{if } r'_{\text{back}}(k|k-1) - \delta - \sigma_{\text{back}}(l|k-1) > \tau(k)
\end{cases}
\]

where \( \delta = 0.4 \) is a range tolerance threshold value and \( \sigma_{\text{back}}(l|k-1) \) is an adaptive variance component obtained from ten sequential background range values for each \( l \). This component provides additional uncertainty when the robotic observer is moving, by dynamically adjusting \( \delta \).

Moving points in absolute robot coordinates are given by:

\[
Z(k) = \begin{bmatrix} 
  x(k) \\
  y(k) \\
  z(k)
\end{bmatrix} = \begin{bmatrix} 
  r(k) \cos(\theta_{k}) + x_{s}(k) \\
  r(k) \sin(\theta_{k}) + y_{s}(k)
\end{bmatrix}
\]

if \( r'_{\text{back}}(k|k-1) - \delta - \sigma_{\text{back}}(l|k-1) > \tau(k) \)

Therefore, the remaining moving-object points (Fig. 2(B)) are represented as \( Z_{\text{meas}}(k) = \{ z(k) \} \) with \( Z_{\text{meas}}(k) \subseteq Z_{\text{back}}(k|k-1) \) and \( s \leq 361 \).

C. Keeping Background Map Consistency

To this point, the proposed stationary background attenuation method presents a simple but yet efficient non-static object detection algorithm. However, when the robot is moving the alignment between the background vector \( V_{\text{back}}(k-1) \) and \( Z_{\text{meas}}(k) \), is not perfect due to odometric errors. The ICP counterbalances these errors, keeping background-map integrity, but still outliers cannot be totally eliminated.

An innovative approach refreshes the map when needed, providing the appropriate consistency and robustness. The idea is to generate an additional array vector, which will be called “background-weight array” and is given by:

\[
W_{\text{weight}}(k) = \{ w_{1}(k), \ldots, w_{20}(k) \}
\]

These weights accommodate a consistency belief of the background-map’s elements and can take values from 1 to 20. Each weight component (out of 361) is assigned to a particular location in the background vector array (also composed by 361 locations) and they increase/decrease linearly according to (6).

When a weight value decreases to 1, the algorithm substitutes at the background vector the corresponding range-data component with the latest range reading (\( r(k) \)). Therefore, this technique renews the background map prohibiting further deterioration.

It is worth noticing that weights representing occluded background areas from verified targets, maintain the same values (\( w_{\text{weight}}(k) = w_{\text{weight}}(k-1) \)).

II. DATA CLUSTERING AND TRACK INITIATION

The second stage of the proposed moving object detection algorithm is the data clustering and track initiation procedure.

To initiate target tracking, the segmentation of the raw data points included in vector set \( Z_{\text{meas}}(k) \) provides clusters of scan points that are grouped together. Each cluster represents a potential moving target, human or otherwise. Here, the algorithm adopts the distance clustering procedure presented in [3]. Clusters are represented as \( C_{\text{seg}}(k) = \{ c_{1}(k), c_{2}(k), \ldots, c_{q}(k) \} \) with \( t = 1 \ldots q \) and \( C_{\text{seg}}(k) \subseteq Z_{\text{meas}}(k) \) where each cluster can acquire different number of vector points and is represented as \( c_{p}(k) = \{ z_{1}(k), z_{2}(k), \ldots, z_{p}(k) \} \) with \( p \in N \).

In comparison to [3], the proposed moving object detection technique is enhanced by a local-minima filtering algorithm. The algorithm applies a convolution operator for data smoothing in \( Z_{\text{meas}}(k) \) and obtains a local-minima vector \( L_{\text{meas}}(k) = \{ l_{1}(k), l_{2}(k), \ldots, l_{10}(k) \} \). \( L_{\text{meas}}(k) \subseteq Z_{\text{meas}}(k) \). Thus, a filtered version of the moving object cluster vector \( C_{\text{seg}}(k) \) is obtained as follows:

\[
\tilde{C}_{\text{seg}}(k) \leftarrow c_{p}(k) \text{ if } c_{p}(k) \cap L_{\text{meas}}(k) \quad t = 1 \ldots q
\]
Fig. 2(C) displays with a red cross, the extracted local-minima points from a data frame \( \mathbf{Z}_{\text{seg}}(k) \).

A centre-of-gravity (COG) point-vector is maintained for filtered every cluster. Thus, \( \mathbf{T}_{\text{seg}}(k) = [\mathbf{z}_{\text{seg}}(k), \mathbf{z}_{\text{seg}}(k), \ldots, \mathbf{z}_{\text{seg}}(k)] \) corresponds to the centre-of-gravity vector. Having acquired specific moving targets from data clustering, the algorithm initiates new tracks as described in [3].

III. ON-LINE GEOMETRIC CLASSIFICATION

A novel contribution of this publication is the implementation of a third-stage moving-object filtering mechanism where a real-time learning system categorizes the clusters into groups. These clusters are obtained in the track-initiation procedure and represent potential moving objects. The classification is based on a geometric profile of each available cluster and it uses the same fourteen feature definitions as the ones described in [11]. To achieve on-line categorization and learning, we needed a model classifier capable of rapid stable learning of recognition categories in response to arbitrary sequences of analog input patterns.

The Fuzzy ART neural network ([13]) is a vector classifier. The input vectors are categorized depending on similarities with any previous patterns. If the similarity criterion is not satisfied, a new category is created. Thus, the classifier solves the dilemma between plasticity and stability by enabling the learning to occur only in a resonance state. In this way, the network learns new information without destroying the old one. Moreover, the Fuzzy ART neural network exploited herein is capable of learning stable recognition categories in response to both analog and binary input patterns. A more detailed explanation of the Fuzzy ART algorithm can be found in [13].

The fourteen analog geometric features (e.g., number of points, width, linearity, circularity, radius, etc.) of each cluster are inserted directly to the classifier with only minimum data normalization pre-process (the analog input components must be in-between the interval \([0, 1]\)).

A key assumption/fact in this research is that the available clusters, for which a track has been initiated, mainly represent moving objects. There is only a minimum and not frequent presence of outlier-clusters in \( \mathbf{C}_{\text{seg}}(k) \) with an initiated track. A voting system assigns a belief-state to the categories learned by the classifier and distinguishes between real moving targets and outlier targets.

More specifically, whenever a moving object is verified as target by either track initiation or data association (JPDA) process, its geometric profile is learned by the classifier and a category number becomes available. A voting vector, \( \mathbf{B}_{\text{seg}}(k) = [b_{1}(k), \ldots, b_{r}(k)] \) with \( r \) = number of initiated categories, accumulates the belief-variables. These variables contain cumulative counts, which express the confidence for a category to originate from a moving target. They are increased linearly (from \( b_{\text{seg}}(k) = 0 \) to \( b_{\text{seg}}(k) = 50 \)) every time the Fuzzy ART algorithm classifies an input-cluster into one of the available categories.

Clusters that, due to Fuzzy ART network classification, belong to dominant categories are recognized as moving targets. A category is defined as dominant if, at time index \( k \), its associated belief-variable is inside a threshold margin. For example, we say that category 2 is dominant and represents a moving object if and only if the following condition is validated:

\[
b_{\text{seg}}(k) \geq b_{2}(k) \geq b_{\text{seg}}(k) + 15
\]

where \( b_{\text{seg}}(k) \) is the belief-variable from \( \mathbf{B}_{\text{seg}}(k) \) with the higher accumulated value at time index \( k \).

Last but not least, a forgetting factor is applied to the voting vector meaning that as time progresses, the counts of every belief-variable decrease linearly and at a constant rate until they reach a zero value (one count per ten algorithm iterations). Thus, this technique dynamically updates the available moving object knowledge, eliminating at the same time possible outliers. A number of initiated categories with their associated belief-variables are displayed in figure 4.

IV. THE TRACKING ALGORITHM

The three-stage non-stationary object detection process, as described in previous sections, filters out the row laser data providing the tracking algorithm only with the initiated tracks of moving objects. As were the case in [3], this work also deploys a JPDA-IMM hybrid filter to estimate the trajectories of the acquired targets. A thoroughly presentation of the JPDA-IMM algorithm is provided in [15]. The algorithm utilizes two linear dynamic motion models: (a) the Constant Velocity (CV) model and (b) the Coordinated Turn (CT) model with constant angular velocity rate.

V. RESULTS

To illustrate the performance of the proposed architecture, a series of tests were conducted using real laser data collected from a SICK S300 laser scanner as described in section II-A. The mobile robot (Fig. 1(A)), is configured to run at a maximum translational speed of \( 0.3 \text{ m/sec} \) and a maximum rotational speed of \( 10 \text{ deg/sec} \). Based on [3], the JPDA-IMM estimator was tuned to detect targets with small initial velocities (e.g. other robots).

For this experiment, the Fuzzy ART neural network was configured to learn up to ten categories. In this way, it can grow to encompass new data according to the vigilance parameter, which defaults to 0.85. By choosing a larger vigilance parameter (e.g. closer to one), we can narrow the algorithm’s morphological generalization for each category. Therefore, the output of the ART algorithm a distinctive probabilistic profile (Fig. 3(A), (B)), which is unique for each moving object class. The bias is set to \( 10^{-6} \), with a maximum of 100 epochs and the learning rate is set to 1.0 (fast-learning).
A tracking scenario that lasted several minutes included a two people and a robot (Fig. 1(B)) as potential targets. Their laser data signatures are displayed in figures 3 (D) and (C) respectively. According to this scenario’s sequence, the robotic platform displayed in Fig. 1(A) moved freely along a laboratory corridor. The algorithm runs for 1200 iterations (3min) delivering 854 frames where laser data were successfully associated to tracks and learned by the classifier. It is worth mentioning that during this experiment, the algorithm detected no false positives providing 100% of tracking accuracy. However, there were some isolated situations where moving targets could not be correctly detected and thus the algorithm had some difficulty initializing a new track. This is due to the regular appearance of one of the moving objects (the robot) during a specific segment of the sequence. In that case, its distinctive profile dominated the voting-vector \( \mathbf{b}_{\text{robot}}(k) \), suppressing any other category information. For objects with different geometric profiles, the algorithm needed time to re-adjust its voting-vector and to allow new track establishment. Fig. 3 (A) and (B) present the probabilistic signatures for the NEOBOTIX robot frame and for the peoples’ legs respectively. These profiles were obtained by separately classifying each established track to one of human-legs or robot-frame categories. Having acquired different voting-vectors for each classified track (e.g. \( \mathbf{b}_{\text{robot}}(k) \) for d-robot tracks and \( \mathbf{b}_{\text{leg}}(k) \) for e-human leg tracks), we added the voting-vectors of each category and normalized them to one. The two bar-plots provide a rigorous proof that objects with different morphological characteristics are classified as different histograms by the Fuzzy ART neural network algorithm. Moreover, the obtained results support our initial assumption that moving targets appear more frequently than outliers in a dynamic environment and thus can be learned and filtered-out using a neural network classifier.

The bar plot presented in Fig. 4, is the voting-vector developed at the end of the 3-min experiment. Each bar represents an initiated category and its related belief-variable. The larger accumulated belief-variable is 47 (Category 3), which is near the upper limit variable (\( b_{\text{robot}}(k)=50 \)). Based on the above conclusions, we achieved to distinguish the clusters representing people’s legs (smaller geometric profile) and are associated to categories 3, 7 and 8. On the other hand, a robot-cluster (larger geometric profile), is mainly described by categories 1, 2, 3, 7 and 8. Therefore, it is fair to say that in the proposed experiment, the human profile presents a distinguishable subclass of the robot profile.

Next, the tracking efficiency of the JPDA-IMM estimator is displayed in figures 5 and 6. Because the true pose vectors of the targets (“ground” truth) are not known, estimation errors cannot be evaluated. Instead, the root mean square (RMS) prediction errors are used as a performance criterion. Fig. 5(A) illustrates the RMS prediction errors (explained in Appendix). The tracker has a maximum error of 0.54m and a mean value of 0.112m. Its standard deviation error value is 0.09m. The Time-Average NIS test is presented in Fig. 6. To achieve low variability of the test statistic based on a single run the NIS is averaged in over twenty (K=20) future steps. The blue line represents the upper bound of the (one-sided) 95% probability concentration region. In cases that the filter performs correctly (which is the case in our experiments), the averaged normalized innovation squared (Appendix) is expected to fall inside that region. Note the much narrower range of the interval corresponding to larger values of active tracks (Fig. 5(B)). This illustrates the variability reduction in such repeated tracks.

VI. CONCLUSION

This paper presents a novel approach on moving object detection, recognition and learning using a single 2D laser range scanner. The proposed technique dynamically learns the shape of new potential moving targets and initiates a multi-target tracking mechanism for trajectory estimation. The results indicate that both the Fuzzy ART classifier and JPDA-IMM estimator are robust to dynamic changes delivering an accurate tracking system.

Future research will include further analysis on track categorization as well as improvements on all three filtering and classification levels, providing an even more precise knowledge on the algorithm’s interdependences.
The RMS prediction error averaged over all established tracks (at a given time):

$$\sigma_{\text{est}}(k) = \sqrt{\frac{1}{N} \sum_{i=1}^{N} \sum_{n=1}^{T} \sum_{t=1}^{T} \mu^t(n) \beta_{v}(n) \left[ (v^x(n))^2 + (v^y(n))^2 \right]}$$  \hspace{1cm} (9)$$

where $c = \sum_{i=1}^{N} \beta_{v}(n)$, $N=$no of active tracks associated to $M_i$; measurements, $T=$max-no of models in IMM, $\mu^t(n)=mode$ probability, $\beta_{v}(n)=marginal$ association probability, $v^x, v^y(n) =$ innovations in the $x, y$ directions of track $n$ measurement $m$ and model $t$.

The Time-Average Normalized Innovation Squared (NIS) test is described by the following equations:

$$E(k) = \frac{1}{K} \frac{1}{N} \sum_{i=1}^{N} \sum_{n=1}^{T} e^2_i(k)$$  \hspace{1cm} (10)$$

and

$$e^2_i(k) = \frac{1}{c} \sum_{i=1}^{M_i} \sum_{n=1}^{T} \mu^t(n) \beta_{v}(n) \left[ (v^x_i(n))^2 + (v^y_i(n))^2 \right] - \sum_{i=1}^{M_i} \mu^t(n) \beta_{v}(n) c_{v}(n)$$  \hspace{1cm} (11)$$

$S'(n)$ is the innovation covariance matrix of model $t$, $K=$no of averaging time steps.
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